From Monkey-mind to Embodied Performance Presence

Sacred traditions in the East and the West as well as research in psychology concur that a typical mind constantly wanders on topics unrelated to his/her current tasks. I will first present research from our and other labs on mind-wandering in everyday life, and then discuss how some spontaneous or induced alterations of consciousness bring about a greater continuity of conscious experience. The third part of the presentation will focus on how ritual and performance experts use three processes to create a greater sense of presence in themselves and their audience through various processes:

a) "Incantations" and verbally or otherwise suggested experiences.

b) Reinterpretation of ongoing experiences.

c) Use of intentional, physical actions to diminish or eliminate the gap between mental events and physical actions.

d) Developing reverberating circuits between the ritualist/performer and the audience to create communal experiences.

This presentation will traverse through various areas of inquiry including laboratory research, fieldwork, analysis of successful and unsuccessful performances, and personal experience, to attempt to shed light on that rare creature, a fully embodied performance presence.
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